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1. Introduction 

On the eve of the creation of a Swiss federation, Napoleon Bonaparte is told to have said that 
Switzerland will be a federal state or it will never be. By acknowledging the cantonal diver-
sity with such resignation, he (supposedly) accepted that the strength of political and cultural 
identity of the Swiss cantons rendered his attempt to impose a centralized constitution on the 
Swiss unsuccessful (KÖLZ 1992). Swiss federalism has since been accepted as one of the most 
decentralized versions of this type of (vertical) state organization (FILIPPOV, ORDESHOOK and 
SHVETSOVA 2004). In recent times, the fiscal part of Swiss federalism has gained considerable 
attention by economists (FELD 2000, FELD and KIRCHGÄSSNER 2001, 2003). Strong fiscal 
competencies of the Swiss cantons and local jurisdictions, in particular their extensive tax 
autonomy, have led scholars to use Switzerland as a laboratory to analyze the effects of fiscal 
competition on the efficiency of public good provision (FELD 2005), decentralized income 
distribution (FELD 2000a, FELD, FISCHER and KIRCHGÄSSNER 2004), government size 
(SCHALTEGGER 2001, FELD, KIRCHGÄSSNER and SCHALTEGGER 2003, KIRCHGÄSSNER and 
FELD 2004) and economic performance (FELD, KIRCHGÄSSNER and SCHALTEGGER 2004).  

The focus on fiscal issues in these empirical studies is owing to a large number of theoretical 
studies in the economic analysis of federalism that more or less heavily criticize the benefits 
of interjurisdictional competition (for surveys see FELD 2000, 2005a). One of the most promi-
nent critiques stems from SINN (2003) who hypothesizes that interjurisdictional fiscal compe-
tition will lead to an inefficient provision of public services and to a collapse of the welfare 
state. An inefficient provision of public services could particularly result if economies of scale 
(non-rivalness) in consumption exist, i.e. when the government provides public goods in the 
Samuelsonian sense. Fiscal competition enforces the benefit principle of taxation such that 
mobile production factors can only be charged the marginal costs of their use of public goods. 
Mobile taxpayers do however not contribute to cover the high inframarginal (fixed) costs of 
public infrastructure. If this is not to lead to an inefficiently low level of public services, the 
fixed costs must be covered by immobile taxpayers (SINN 2003). This can induce an unde-
sired income distribution. SINN (2003) also argues that a large government sector for distribu-
tive purposes can hardly be maintained in a decentralized system with fiscal competition. Not 
only would it become difficult if not impossible for a single community to levy the necessary 
redistribution tax upon the rich and mobile, but such a policy, if undertaken in one commu-
nity, would also attract poor individuals from other jurisdictions and, thus, erode the internal 
redistribution policy. Therefore, no major redistributional activities would be possible in a 
decentralized, competitive system of jurisdictions.  

The recent evidence from Swiss federalism rejects Sinn’s hypotheses at least in their strong 
versions. According to the studies mentioned above, fiscal competition between Swiss can-
tons and between Swiss local jurisdictions rather lead to a relatively high efficiency of public 
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goods’ provision. They do not induce a collapse of the welfare state although they restrict the 
cantons’ ability to redistribute income and reduce the size of the public sector.1 Overall, fiscal 
competition in Switzerland leads to sounder public finances. In addition, fiscal competition 
induces a better economic performance of the cantons as measured by their GDP per em-
ployee. The Swiss evidence is thus much more in line with the predictions of TIEBOUT (1956) 
and OATES and SCHWAB (1988) who hypothesize an efficient provision of public services as 
the result from fiscal competition. On the basis of this Swiss evidence, it is tempting to regard 
interjurisdictional competition as the most favorable principle of (horizontally and vertically) 
organizing interjurisdictional relationships.  

There is however a dark side of federalism or decentralized policy-making, respectively. As 
one of the most important advantages of federalism, TIEBOUT (1956), STIGLER (1957) and 
OATES (1972) emphasized that public good provision and financing is close to citizens’ pref-
erences such that information problems are minimized and citizens’ preferences for public 
goods are enforced (see also WEINGAST 1995). Being close to citizens however also involves 
closeness to local special interests. Instead of serving the interests of mobile individuals, sub-
federal jurisdictions may thus be captured by local interest groups and introduce protectionist 
measures in order to shelter them from external competition (RODDEN and ROSE-ACKERMAN 
1997, BRUECKNER 2000, BARDHAN 2002). An argument that starts as an advantage quickly 
turns into a disadvantage if the imperfections of politics are considered. It thus depends on the 
institutional restrictions shaping policy outcomes whether decentralized decision-making on 
the provision and financing of public services actually leads to efficient outcomes. 

These advantages and disadvantages of federalism are clearly perceived by policy-makers, 
again in particular in Switzerland. While the positive role of fiscal competition is widely ac-
knowledged, the tendency of the cantons to collude in certain policy areas as well as the can-
tonal reluctance to deregulate their economies are evaluated very critically (RENTSCH ET AL. 
2004, BORNER and BODMER 2004). Many regulations of economic activity exist at the Swiss 
cantonal level and prevent economic innovation from unfolding. Because these regulations 
are in the competency of the cantons, the federal government has difficulties to deregulate the 
Swiss economy. In 1995, the Swiss federal government thus passed a law to complete the 
Swiss common market by establishing an origin principle in cantonal regulation such that 
regulations of the other cantons have to be accepted by each canton. As the impact of that 
Common Market Law on regulatory levels of the Swiss cantons has been rather moderate and 
free market access between the cantons has remained restricted in several areas of economic 
activity, an amendment proposal has followed in 2004 (BUNDESRAT 2004). The main goal of 
the amended Common Market Law is the enforcement of the origin principle in cantonal 
regulation and the extension of free market access to all economic sectors and branches. The 
                                                           
1. The international evidence on the effects of globalization on welfare states points in the same direction. See 

for example RODRIK (1998), VAUBEL (2000) and the survey by SCHULZE and URSPRUNG (1999). 
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validity of specific cantonal legal prerequisites in each canton supposedly increases inter-can-
tonal mobility of labor and services. What is going on in Switzerland is a liberalization along 
the same lines of thought as the EU Services Directive of 2005 has intended in the first place. 
The result of this deregulation effort will be regulatory competition. 

When it comes to regulatory competition, similar concerns as in the case of fiscal competition 
can be formulated. Again SINN (2003) is one of those most heavily questioning the benefits of 
regulatory competition. With respect to product market regulation, he argues that regulatory 
competition will induce too lax standards if the reason for regulating product markets in the 
first place is asymmetric information. Customers who are ill informed about product quality 
would have at least as strong difficulties to properly judge competing national quality stan-
dards. The problems induced by asymmetric information and intended to be reduced by gov-
ernment regulation would re-emerge in regulatory competition. According to Sinn, market 
failure would be re-introduced by the backdoor. Swiss policymakers articulate the same fears 
in the current discussion on a revision of the Common Market Law (BUNDESRAT 2004, p. 
478): Regulatory competition supposedly induces a race to the bottom in regulatory standards. 

The main goal of this paper is to rationalize these theoretical and political discussions by pro-
viding some insights in the functioning of regulatory competition and harmonization in Swit-
zerland. A focus of this paper is the dynamic interaction that takes place in any kind of com-
petitive processes such that innovations and inventions could occur. Aside some pioneering 
studies (HAYEK 1939, ROSE-ACKERMAN 1980), the impact of interjurisdictional competition 
on policy innovations has only recently gained more considerable attention in the economic 
theory of federalism (INMAN and RUBINFELD 1997, KERBER 1998, OATES 1999, SCHNELLEN-
BACH 2004, 2004a, FELD and SCHNELLENBACH 2004). The theory of regulatory competition 
in international economics and in law and economics more consistently study the relationship 
between policy competition and policy innovation (BERNHOLZ and FABER 1986, SIEBERT and 
KOOP 1990, HAUSER and HÖSLI 1991, BEBCHUK 1992, SUN and PELKMANS 1995), meanwhile 
extending the analysis to historical evidence (BERNHOLZ and VAUBEL 2004, VAUBEL 2005). 
This paper adds to the existing evidence by focusing on Switzerland.  

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the brief sketch of arguments mentioned be-
fore is extended to provide for a theoretical basis of the analysis. The often neglected link 
between competition and innovation is particularly emphasized in this section. A very brief 
overview on the cases of regulatory competition empirically studied in the literature follows 
in Section 3. Section 4 analyzes the development of the common market, regulatory competi-
tion and harmonization in Switzerland across time. In Section 5, an econometric analysis of 
the extent of regulation at the Swiss cantonal level is conducted in order to find out the main 
determinants of Swiss cantonal regulations. Concluding remarks are provided in Section 6. 
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2.  The Theoretical Basis for the Analysis 

The theoretical point of departure in studies of regulatory competition is the same as the one 
from which the economic theory of federalism starts. In a seminal contribution, TIEBOUT 
(1956) analyzes decentralized provision and financing of public goods by drawing a market 
analogue. Citizens who demand public services face many jurisdictions providing different 
levels and quantities of them according to different tax prices. Individuals (and firms) shop 
around selecting that bundle of public goods (including regulations) and tax prices which 
comes closest to their preferences. In equilibrium, people have sorted according to their pref-
erences and incomes into different jurisdictions offering different types, levels and qualities of 
public services (including regulations) to different tax prices. A sustainable variety of public 
solutions results, (relatively) homogeneous populations live in each jurisdiction, and citizens’ 
preferences are enforced by competition between jurisdictions. Like in private markets, mi-
gration provides for a mechanism to induce efficient outcomes.  

While TIEBOUT (1956) has developed his thoughts as a reply to SAMUELSON’s (1954) free-
rider problem in the provision of public goods by showing that an efficient mechanism to re-
veal individual preferences for local public goods exists, the theory of regulatory competition 
has adapted his model by drawing an analogue between local public goods and legal rules 
(GATSIOS and HOLMES 1998, VAN DEN BERGH 2000, HEINE and KERBER 2002). In that anal-
ogy, regulatory competition appears to comprise any state action from taxes and public spend-
ing to legal statutes, constitutional provisions and whole economic or political systems. SUN 
and PELKMANS (1995, p. 82) serve best to illustrate that analogy in an EU context:  

„Given the four economic freedoms of movement, consumers and firms 
will be able to arbitrage among the differences in national regulations 
revealed thereby. With mutual recognition, consumers will be able to 
choose among the goods and services produced according to various 
regulations. To the extent that greater variety increases utility, consumer 
welfare will be enhanced. Further, when mobility rests with factors of 
production (...), these factors can locate within the jurisdiction the regu-
lations of which most closely approximate their preferences; allocative 
efficiency will be improved, and output will expand.”  

For those familiar with the literature on the economic theory of federalism, the analogy ap-
pears complete. In fact, the hypotheses developed in this analysis even seem to provide for a 
vision, like Ronald Reagan’s shining city on a hill (BUCHANAN 2000): Regulatory competi-
tion under the principle of origin with mutual recognition of regulations of the jurisdictions 
involved leads to favorable economic outcomes.  
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2.1 The Neoclassical Criticisms  

It is no surprise that such visionary formulations have raised contradiction. Although some of 
the main critical arguments as to the functioning of inter-jurisdictional competition could be 
found earlier in the economic theory of federalism (OATES 1972) and at the same time in the 
literature on regulatory competition between the U.S. states (BEBCHUK 1992, BRATTON and 
MCCAHERY 1997), the most clearly formulated criticism is provided again by SINN (1990, 
1997, 2003). He argues that government regulation in product markets serves as a solution to 
the lemons problem that emerges due to asymmetric information. Because potential buyers 
can less easily verify the quality of a product offered by a seller, sellers offering low quality 
goods can pretend to their customers that these are of high quality. The customers’ lack of 
ability to verify quality standards also prevents sellers to differentiate prices in terms of prod-
uct quality. According to this rationale, cheaper low quality products will always beat more 
expensive high quality products because the quality difference cannot be verified. The diffi-
culties to realize product quality are particularly relevant in the case of experience goods in 
the mid-price segment. In such a situation of asymmetric information, customers will realize 
that their probability to buy low quality products is very high such that the markets affected 
by asymmetric information become very thin. Indeed, they may finally collapse as AKERLOF 
(1970) has argued for the market for used cars. This kind of market failure could be prevented 
by government regulation which establishes quality standards and quality controls. 

Allowing for competition between jurisdictions which have different levels of government 
regulation induces customers to buy the products offered at the lowest prices possible, again 
having difficulties to judge product quality properly. These will be the products from coun-
tries with the lowest quality standards such that the lowest standards are enforced by the mar-
ket mechanism in international competition. According to Sinn’s arguments, customers will 
have the same difficulties to judge public quality standards in the different jurisdictions as 
they have in judging different product qualities. The result of that kind of competition would 
be a race to the bottom in regulatory standards providing additional incentives for each juris-
diction to reduce regulatory restrictions further in order to attract additional demand from 
abroad. Regulatory competition would induce market failure by the backdoor.  

Aside regulation of product markets, SINN (2003) extends this type of analysis to different 
other fields of regulation. Similarly adverse outcomes are predicted from his analysis of eco-
logical competition if jurisdictions internalize environmental externalities by Pigovian taxes 
and from competition of bank regulators using again an asymmetric information argument. 
With respect to the competition in social standards, a more optimistic assessment follows ac-
cording to which a convergence of social standards to the higher level occurs. This result is 
driven by the symmetric interests of employers and employees. Differences in social stan-
dards only occur because the country with the lowest standards has low income levels and can 
thus not afford higher social standards. Competition between social standards will thus not 
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induce social dumping. Finally, Sinn analyses competition between competition rules and 
obtains a similarly adverse impact of inter-jurisdictional competition. His arguments rest on 
the presumption that national governments want to create monopolies or ‘national champions’ 
in order to gain dominant market positions in international terms. The incentives to follow 
that strategy are derived from the additional benefits presumably obtained for that country if 
‘national champions’ reap monopolistic rents and distribute them to their fellow countrymen 
as their shareholders. The ‘national champions’ then act as Stackelberg leaders. Competition 
between competition rules would induce a considerable relaxation of antitrust laws. Sinn ac-
knowledges however that this way of modeling inter-jurisdictional competition is relatively 
unrealistic. He shows that the usual Cournot-Nash-assumption applied in the other analyses of 
inter-jurisdictional competition is inducing efficient antitrust policies.  

The analysis conducted by SINN (2003) hinges on several important assumptions. Two of 
them are criticized below in more detail, but mentioned at the outset: First, he assumes the 
validity of what he calls the selection principle. According to that principle, the state does 
what it ought to from the point of view of normative neo-classical economics. Governments 
do not follow their own private agenda, but actually cope with market failures. Second, Sinn’s 
view is static. Competition is however a very dynamic procedure that Sinn does not consider. 
In particular, the beneficial impact of competition on innovation and dynamic efficiency of a 
society is thus neglected. There are however inherent criticisms of his analysis (VAUBEL 
2004). First, the strong assumptions about asymmetric information could be criticized. Many 
problems in markets for experience goods can be coped with by imposing much less restric-
tive regulations than Sinn presumes. In many cases, markets develop their own institutions to 
cope with imperfections. The market for used cars for example has not collapsed as the auto-
mobile industry uses its brand-names to signal high quality. If you want to escape from buy-
ing lemons, you can buy a car from a garage operating for brand-name car producers which 
offers new and used cars. This quality signal suffices to prevent the particular market failure 
in the used cars market. In other cases, the provision of state quality signs may suffice.  

Second, it is not reasonable to assume that the information problems exist to the same extent 
when consumers judge the quality of a large number of single products and the quality of a 
small number of state regulations. The differences between regulatory standards could be 
much more easily revealed than the quality differences between products. Given state quality 
signs, a race to the top in regulatory standards could even result. Third, as VAUBEL (2004) 
argues convincingly, governments have low incentives to control quality standards of ex-
ported goods while the quality of products domestically consumed is in their interest. This 
could lead to exports of low quality goods to which importing governments would react by 
restricting these imports. If this reaction should not lead to protectionist measures, a control of 
justified and unjustified import restrictions needs to take place as it is done in the EU. Fourth, 
it is not useful to assume that governments support ‘national champions’ if the shares of these 
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firms are widely distributed and publicly traded in capital markets. A dominant position of 
such a firm would not necessarily benefit domestic interests if capital markets are internation-
ally integrated which is a part of international competition. The more intense international 
competition, the less incentives a government has to push national monopolies.  

Despite an incomplete discussion of all these shortcomings of the neoclassical view on regu-
latory competition, it has had a strong influence on economists, in particular in the German-
speaking countries (see, e.g., APOLTE 1999). Similar arguments can however be found in stud-
ies conducted by legal scholars on state competition in corporate law (BEBCHUK 1992, BRAT-

TON and MCCAHERY 1997). These analyses start from the fact that the U.S. states possess the 
primary responsibility for regulating corporate affairs. Corporations can freely choose a juris-
diction for incorporation and states have incentives to attract as many corporations as possible 
in order to generate state revenue. Both characteristics lead to a competition between the 
states for incorporations. It can be observed that Delaware is the state that has emerged from 
that process as the market leader for incorporations in the U.S. A large fraction of corpora-
tions are governed by Delaware corporate law. Delaware has however relatively lax standards 
that supposedly benefit managers instead of shareholders. BEBCHUK (1992), among others, 
thus argues that the state competition in corporate law leads to a race to the bottom of corpo-
rate regulation. The arguments brought forward to explain such an adverse outcome are the 
same as those provided in the traditional economic analyses: Asymmetric information of 
shareholders or externalities serve as the main justifications for the federal regulation of state 
corporate law. SUN and PELKMANS (1995), GATSIOS and HOLMES (1998) and VAN DEN 

BERGH (2000) develop or acknowledge at least the potential validity of such arguments in the 
European context, but also applied on regulatory competition in general. 

2.2 Some Remarks from a Public Choice Perspective 

These neoclassical criticisms start from the dubious presumption called the selection princi-
ple. As mentioned above, it states that governments do what they ought to when they decide 
about regulatory policies: Government corrects market failures. More than 50 years of Public 
Choice analysis indicate that governments cannot be expected to follow social welfare goals 
and that it may even be impossible to know what social welfare is. It must be expected that 
governments follow their own private goals or the incentives provided to them by special in-
terests. If this is the case, there is a danger that regulatory policies are used to generate rents 
for politicians and interest groups. This could well lead to excessive regulation. BRENNAN and 
BUCHANAN (1980) have made this argument with respect to excessive taxation by modeling 
governments as Leviathans. Inter-jurisdictional competition is a means to escape excessive 
regulation by Leviathan governments and forces governments to follow the preferences of 
mobile production factors. A decentralized provision and financing of policies (including 
regulations) is thus beneficial whenever governments don’t do what they ought to.  
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In a slightly different fashion, WEINGAST (1995) points to the advantages of a ‘market-
preserving federalism’. Starting from a „fundamental political dilemma“, according to which 
„a government strong enough to protect property rights and enforce contracts is also strong 
enough to confiscate the wealth of its citizens“ (p. 1), he considers competitive federalism as 
a chance to reduce the scope of the government and thus to maintain market efficiency. Be-
cause of the better migration chances of mobile investors, the governments of sub-central ju-
risdictions conduct investor-friendly policies and adopt solutions promoting market outcomes. 
Weingast continues an earlier analysis by HAYEK (1939), according to which „planning in a 
federation cannot assume the forms which today are pre-eminently known under this term; ... 
In a federation economic policy will have to take the form of providing a rational permanent 
framework within which individual initiative will have the largest possible scope and will be 
made to work as beneficiently as possible“ (p. 268).  

RODDEN and ROSE-ACKERMAN (1997) doubt that matters are so simple. They also argue from 
a Public Choice perspective, but their conclusions are rather different. As decentralized gov-
ernments are closer to citizens’ preferences they may also be more easily captured by local 
interest groups and possibly protect these by protectionist measures from external competition 
instead of serving the general interests of mobile investors. BARDHAN and MOOKHERJEE 
(2000) as well as BARDHAN (2002) point out that, when looking at decentralization processes, 
a trade-off between the possible gains from inter-jurisdictional competition and the possible 
losses due to an easier access of locally concentrated interest groups to the political decision-
makers is faced. BRUECKNER (2000) even attributes this rent-seeking of local interest groups 
to corruption. Decentralization in developing countries, he argues, increases corruption, be-
cause additional decision-makers have to be bribed in that case. TREISMAN (2001) points at 
the susceptibility also of central governments to corruption. It means that decentralization of a 
corrupt regime may result in corrupt officials now expecting bribes also locally, while the 
government at the central level has to be further „served“. But decentralization can, through 
horizontal competition between regions and between local governments, reduce local rents, 
while corruption at the central level remains. Empirical evidence on the impact of decentrali-
zation on corruption is consequently mixed. FISMAN and GATTI (2002) provide evidence, for a 
cross-section of 55 countries, that decentralization leads to less corruption. TREISMAN (2002) 
shows contradictory evidence for up to 166 countries. 

2.3 A Dynamic Evolutionary Perspective 

The neoclassical criticisms of the positive TIEBOUTIAN evaluation of inter-jurisdictional com-
petition also lack a dynamic component. Economists perceive competition positively because 
it is the main force establishing a high variability and quality of product supply and the possi-
bility that individuals can pursue their preferences. Starting from an evolutionary perspective, 
competition can be interpreted as a process in which competing firms continuously look for 
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products and services that provide better solutions for their customers’ problems (KERBER 
2000). This should hold a forteriori for public services and regulations that continuously 
adapt to different regulatory needs of private markets because governments lack sufficient 
knowledge to find the best policies for their electorates’ purposes. A decentralized experimen-
tation with different policy options (including regulatory alternatives) provides however op-
portunities to test new policies at lower cost than centralized policy experiments might in-
volve. In this decentralized experimentation of new governmental solutions for economic or 
social problems, successful solutions are imitated and adapted by competing jurisdictions. 
Competition between jurisdictions becomes a discovery process which enhances the prospects 
of political innovation. Thus, the positive effects of inter-jurisdictional competition can be 
mainly expected in a dynamic economy (BERNHOLZ and FABER 1986, VIHANTO 1992).  

Already in 1932, LOUIS BRANDEIS, judge at the U.S. Supreme Court, summarized this argu-
ment in the following way: „It is one of the happy incidents of the federal system that a single 
courageous State may, if its citizens choose, serve as a laboratory; and try novel social and 
economic experiments without risk to the rest of the country“ (quoted from OATES 1999, p. 
1132). In this context OATES (1999) speaks of ‘laboratory federalism’ and points out that the 
reform of welfare in the USA in 1996 followed exactly these considerations (see also INMAN 
and RUBINFELD 1997). With respect to corporate law, this process is discussed as the race-for-
the-top theory (BEBCHUK 1992, ROMANO 2002, HEINE und KERBER 2002, HEINE 2003) ac-
cording to which regulatory competition leads to a liberalization in corporate law and to an 
enforcement of shareholder interests against the management of corporations. 

How political innovations diffuse from one jurisdiction to the other is however much debated 
in the literature at least since WALKER’s (1969) seminal contribution (see CLARK 2000 for a 
survey). Following NICE (1994), three different approaches are distinguished in political sci-
ence: a regional diffusion model in which it is assumed that the probability of policy innova-
tion rises with the number of neighboring jurisdictions that have already adopted it (WALKER 
1969); a national interaction model, which assumes that the probability of policy innovation 
in a particular year rises with the number of interactions that representatives in a jurisdiction 
had in that year with representatives of other jurisdictions that have already adopted it (GRAY 
1973, EYESTONE 1977); an internal determinants model which describes policy innovations as 
a process depending solely on socio-economic attributes of a state or region such as per capita 
income, the degree of urbanization, professionalization of the legislature and the bureaucracy 
etc. (WALKER 1969, BERRY 1994, DESVEAUX, LINDQUIST and TONER 1994, CARTER and LA-
PLANT 1997, MYERS 2001). Often, the role of the judiciary is also considered (CANON and 
BAUM 1981, CALDEIRA 1981, GLICK 1994). This has lead to an independent research program 
in the field of policy innovation (ROGERS 1995). On the one hand, theoretical progress is trig-
gered by the application of new empirical methods used to test the three established models 
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(BERRY and BERRY 1990, 1991, 1992, BERRY 1994). On the other hand, the need for further 
microfoundation of theory is recognized (SAVAGE 1985, p. 10).  

A convincing theoretical study on policy innovation has been provided by BESLEY and CASE 

(1995) although the argument has already featured earlier in a paper by SALMON (1987). They 
analyze the incentives for voters to gather information from the policies conducted in neigh-
boring jurisdictions in order to use it in their voting decisions. Inter-jurisdictional competition 
enables citizens to comparatively evaluate the performances of representatives and hence re-
duce the information asymmetries in political markets (‚yardstick competition‘). For example, 
German voters can compare the performance of the German federal government to that of the 
French government. If France has a relatively high level and quality of public services under 
otherwise same conditions, but offers them at lower tax prices than Germany, German voters 
have incentives to throw the German government out of office at the next election day. Inter-
jurisdictional competition does not only work through the migration mechanism, but also im-
proves citizens’ ability to exert voice in the political process (BRETON 1996, 2000, BOR-

DIGNON, CERNIGLIA and REVELLI 2003, SALMON 2003, 2005). The government is forced to 
provide public services at relatively lower costs and at the level desired by citizens. Moreover, 
Besley and Case manage to provide evidence for American states that voters tend to punish 
incumbents for raising taxes if neighboring jurisdictions do not do the same. Thus, voters ap-
pear to use information from other jurisdictions to judge the relative efficiency (or ability) of 
their own incumbent. This empirical result has important implications in the sense that infor-
mation crossing the borders between jurisdictions is shown to trigger political change. 

The higher innovative capacity of federations as compared to unitary states is however also 
contested in general. If citizens use the performance of the governments of other jurisdictions 
as yardstick when considering their re-election, a government is re-elected if it provides a 
bundle of regulation, public services and tax prices that are at least not worse as compared to 
other jurisdictions. Governments thus have incentives to initially wait to see which policies of 
other jurisdictions turn out to be relatively successful, and then imitate these. Uncertain about 
their re-election prospects, governments have an incentive to free ride with respect to the pol-
icy innovations of other jurisdictions such that the absolute amount of policy innovations in a 
federation is reduced (ROSE-ACKERMAN 1980). STRUMPF (2002) shows that this is only a se-
rious problem when jurisdictions are very similar. KOLLMAN ET AL. (2000) argue that decen-
tralized experimentation is superior to centralized experimentation if the problems for which 
solutions are to be found in these experiments are not too complex and if there are no scale 
economies in experimentation. KOTSOGIANNIS and SCHWAGER (2004) argue that in a federa-
tion policy innovations offer selfish politicians an opportunity to obtain personal advantages 
while marketing them as the result of the uncertainty of policy innovations. SCHNELLENBACH 
(2004) takes the incentives of voters in a decentralized process of political innovations into 
account. As voters are normally rationally ignorant – due to the low incentives to be politi-
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cally informed – policy innovations are mainly possible in times of crises. The incentives of 
citizens to be informed about policy innovations are improved by high mobility and by ele-
ments of direct democracy in political decision-making processes. Thus, political rents of 
governments can be reduced by competition and politicians have incentives to innovate.  

2.4 What Does This Lead Us to? 

This broad discussion of theoretical arguments as to the impact of and the different proce-
dures shaping regulatory competition highlights that an assessment of decentralized compe-
tencies in regulatory issues cannot be made solely on theoretical grounds. Depending on the 
assumptions of the theoretical models, regulatory competition may have a beneficial or an 
adverse outcome. Three basic assumptions are crucial: First, the theoretically predicted out-
come of regulatory competition depends on the validity of the selection principle. If govern-
ments do what they ought to, it may be useful to focus on potential failures of regulatory 
competition. If politics results in political failures, regulatory competition is a means to pro-
tect mobile production factors from being exploited by Leviathan governments. It is highly 
improbable that political failure does not occur such that the sole emphasis of potential market 
failures is very unrealistic. It should however also be realized that decentralized government 
is not immune against political failures. If the influence of special interests is higher at a sub-
central than at the central level, decentralized competencies could lead to adverse economic 
outcomes. Whether inter-jurisdictional competition can unfold its huge beneficial potential 
thus depends on additional factors that shape the process of regulatory competition. 

Second, information assumptions are important for an adverse outcome of regulatory compe-
tition even if the selection principle holds. It is not reasonable to assume, for example, that the 
information distribution underlying the lemons problems is the same with respect to product 
quality and to regulatory standards. In addition, institutions originating from market responses 
to asymmetric information need to be considered. Third, the dynamic efficiency of regulatory 
competition is important for its assessment. Each competitive process has the potential to gen-
erate innovations. This also holds for competition in politics or between systems. Whether 
these innovations actually enhance economic performance of the jurisdictions competing with 
each other cannot be easily found out. On the one hand, the beneficial impact of innovations 
is usually recognized ex post often with considerable time lags. On the other hand, arguments 
of dynamic efficiency, the famous metaphor of competition as a discovery procedure, need 
not be used to rationalize anything ex post. It could for example be argued that the abolish-
ment of regulations in regulatory competition must have been efficient because regulatory 
competition is always dynamically efficient. The pure laissez-faire speaking from such an 
evaluation is difficult to accept given evidence on market failures. It will be rather difficult to 
operate in such an uncertain environment in which clear yardsticks to evaluate policies sel-
dom exist. Nevertheless, they are needed to arrive at sound policy conclusions.  
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The dynamic perspective has its merits from a different point of view. It distracts attention 
from the outcome oriented approach and highlights a procedural approach. Aside the question 
of its impact, it thus helps to focus on how regulatory competition takes place. This shift of 
emphasis moves us also closer to observations of political innovations. Two mechanisms of 
regulatory competition have become obvious in the preceding analysis: migration and politi-
cal action, or: exit and voice (HIRSCHMAN 1970, FELD 1997). TIEBOUT’s analysis mainly rests 
on the migration mechanism, while the studies on political innovation conducted by political 
scientists, but also the yardstick competition model rely on voice mechanisms. The political 
science literature is quite instructive, because it helps to distinguish three procedures that are 
in place: Copy-catting or benchmarking as regional diffusion of policies; the provision of are-
nas where political decision-makers can exchange their experiences with political innovations 
(national interaction); and the internal political or socio-economic preconditions that must be 
met in order to politically innovate. In the case of the second procedure, the national interac-
tion models, the possibility of collusion between policy-makers needs to be considered. By 
harmonizing regulations, it is possible for regulators to raise rivals’ costs and deteriorate eco-
nomic performance (BOOCKMANN and VAUBEL 2005). These three procedures thus corre-
spond to three classes of variables: internal determinants, external determinants that induce 
competition and external determinants that enable collusive behavior.  

3. Studies on Regulatory Competition 

As theoretical arguments on regulatory competition are contradictory, empirical evidence is 
needed in order to provide evidence on the outcome of and the procedures underlying regula-
tory competition. In the literature on regulatory competition, regulations are often widely de-
fined such that tax laws (see, e.g. SUN and PELKMANS 1992), public goods and services are 
subsumed under this heading in addition to legal rules. As the literature on fiscal competition 
is broadly discussing its advantages and disadvantages, the focus in this paper will be on regu-
latory competition as competition in legal rules. Still, the empirical evidence mainly exists for 
taxes and much less for legal rules. 

Starting with the procedures underlying inter-jurisdictional competition, it is mainly tax mim-
icking that has been empirically established (see BRUECKNER 2003 and REVELLI 2005 for sur-
veys). The first studies were conducted for the U.S. states and local jurisdictions (LADD 1992, 
CASE 1993, BRUECKNER and SAAVEDRA 2001), but there is meanwhile also evidence on tax 
mimicking in Canada (BRETT and PINSKE 2000, HAYASHI and BOADWAY 2000), Belgian 
communities (HEYNDELS and VUCHELEN 1998), German local jurisdictions (BÜTTNER 1999, 
2001), French regions and départements (FELD, JOSSELIN and ROCABOY 2003, LEPRINCE, 
MADIÈS and PATY 2003, REULIER 2004), Italian cities (BORDIGNON, CERNIGLIA and REVELLI 
2003), Spanish local jurisdictions (SOLÉ-OLLÉ 2003), and Dutch municipalities (ALLERS and 
ELHORST 2005). Most of these studies focus on income, business and property taxation. They 
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find that a reduction of the average tax rates of competitors induces a reduction of tax rates of 
an observed jurisdiction. While these studies establish the existence of strategic tax setting as 
precondition of tax or yardstick competition, BERRY and BERRY (1992), ASHWORTH, GEYS 
and HEYNDELS (2003) as well as, in an experimental study, TYRAN and SAUSGRUBER (2003) 
emphasize that tax innovations are induced by regional diffusion, but also, and often more 
importantly, by the internal political environment. 

Much less evidence of strategic interaction has been provided with respect to public spending. 
FIGLIO, KOLPIN and REID (1999) and SAAVEDRA (2000) present evidence on strategic interac-
tion on welfare payments in the U.S. Again, reductions in welfare payments in competitor 
jurisdictions induce a reduction of welfare payments in an observed jurisdiction. This is no 
surprise as the welfare reform of 1996 has been particularly designed to use the states in order 
to generate innovations in welfare policy (FELD and SCHNELLENBACH 2004). Moreover, FRE-
DRIKSSON and MILLIMET (2002) provide evidence on mimicking behavior in environmental 
regulation. With an emphasis on policy innovation, FILER, MOAK and UZE (1988) as well as 
BERRY and BERRY (1990) find inter-jurisdictional interaction with respect to state lottery 
adoption, CARTER and LAPLANT (1997) with respect to health care policy innovation and 
RINCKE (2005, 2005a) with respect to innovations in charter school legislation.  

All these studies have in common that they cope with classical fields of public economics. 
Education, health care, environmental issues and welfare are traditionally publicly provided 
during the last century. Seldom, an analysis of the diffusion of legal rules is conducted. There 
are only a few exceptions. CALDEIRA (1985) studies the transmission of legal precedent and 
CANON and BAUM (1981) the patterns of adoption of tort law innovations. Most interesting is 
the diffusion of corporate law across the US states. ROMANO (1985) and CARNEY (1997, 
1998) provide extensive analyses of the diffusion pattern of corporate law in the US. Both 
disagree as to the question whether Delaware, as the state with the most liberal regulation of 
incorporation, has been the inventor or whether it has been a quick follower on successful 
innovations. However, both authors fully agree as to the fact that Delaware served as a role 
model for the other states. CARNEY (1997a) studies the role of interest groups in the adoption 
of corporate law. He finds that interest groups have a lower impact on corporate law in the US 
as compared to European countries because of regulatory competition between the US states. 
All in all, this evidence supports the hypothesis that regulatory competition induces policy 
innovation via the regional diffusion and internal determinants channels. 

Whether inter-jurisdictional competition of this sort has a positive impact on economic out-
comes is widely debated in the literature. This certainly holds with respect to fiscal competi-
tion (FELD, KIRCHGÄSSNER and SCHALTEGGER 2004 and FELD 2005), but also with respect to 
regulatory competition. While historical studies by BERNHOLZ and VAUBEL (2004) and VAU-
BEL (2005) provide evidence on the beneficial impact of regulatory competition, this outcome 
is much more contested in the case of corporate law. HEINE (2003) provides for the most ex-
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tensive survey on this empirical evidence. Although he remains relatively cautious and ab-
stains from drawing too optimistic conclusions, he tentatively supports the hypothesis that 
regulatory competition in US corporate law leads to beneficial outcomes. In particular, firms 
incorporated in Delaware have significantly higher firm values and rates of return than firms 
incorporated in other states. This evidence hints to a compensation of the lower shareholder 
protection in Delaware by higher rates of return and higher firm values finally benefiting 
shareholders. As the ECJ has currently paved the way for regulatory competition on corporate 
law in the EU, the US evidence has important implications (SALMON 2005a).  

4. Regulatory Competition and Harmonization in Switzerland Across Time 

Given the small amount of evidence on regulatory competition, a closer look at Switzerland is 
useful. As in international studies, the main Swiss evidence has been provided for tax mim-
icking (FELD and REULIER 2005). Moreover, there is extensive evidence as to the economic 
impact of tax competition (FELD 2005). What is less known is that innovations in tax structure 
have spilled over from one canton to the other at least since the 19th century. In his study on 
Swiss taxation in the 19th century, GEORG VON SCHANZ (1890) shows how the idea of com-
prehensive income taxation, later called Schanz-Haig-Simons (SHS) tax systems, diffused 
from the canton of Basle to the other cantons. This process took longer than Schanz might 
have thought because it started in the beginning of the 19th century and came to an end in the 
1970s only. The diffusion of that political innovation within Switzerland took longer than its 
adaptation by other countries around the world. Similar processes can be observed in today’s 
Switzerland. For example, the latest corporate tax reform at the federal level, abolishing pro-
gressive corporate taxation, reveals vertical copy-catting by using cantons as role models.  

In addition, there is evidence on the existence of mimicking behavior in the field of adminis-
trative law. In the last decade, a tremendous amount of reforms in the field of New Public 
Management (NPM) has taken place within the cantons. According to a study by STEINER 
(2000), 24 of the 26 Swiss cantons had collected experience with NPM programs in 1998. He 
observes an interesting pattern of adoption of NPM. Cantons in which at least 35 percent of 
the communities have implemented NPM concepts could be found only in the German speak-
ing cantons. As a reason for the introduction of NPM, 57 percent of the communities pointed 
to a diffuse preference for change; 31.5 percent feared that the community’s ability to cope 
with policies would be reached without such reforms; and 30.5 percent each either mentioned 
a financial crisis in their community or good experiences in other communities as reasons for 
the introduction of NPM. The survey study by Steiner thus points to the importance of mim-
icking behavior as reasons for political innovation. WIDMER and RIEDER (2003) provide more 
formal evidence of such a kind of yardstick competition between the cantons. And according 
to LADNER and STEINER (2003) only a modest convergence of policy solutions in administra-
tive procedures can be observed as a result from that yardstick competition. The variety of 
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solutions dominates because communities adapt the good examples from other jurisdictions to 
their own needs and preferences. Neither in taxation nor in administrative law, the competi-
tion between the cantons and the local jurisdictions in Switzerland has thus led to notable in-
efficiencies or a ‘race to the bottom’. There appears to be a considerable extent of innovation 
potential that is induced by inter-jurisdictional competition. 

Like in the field of taxation and government administration, the cantons have considerable 
regulatory competencies in several areas of commercial activities. Since the beginning of the 
new federal constitution in 1848, the completion of the Swiss internal market by abolishing or 
reducing trade barriers has been at center stage of political discussions. The constitution of 
1848 abolished the borders between the cantons and introduced a common currency (DE 

CHAMBRIER 2003, p. 16). The abolishment of cantonal tariffs was thus accomplished rela-
tively early. However, the free movement of services has still not been achieved yet such that 
a Common Market Law in 1995 and its recent amendment have become necessary. A closer 
look at the history of the regulation of commerce and professional activity does however re-
veal some hints as to the information externalities leading to copy-catting procedures. 

During the middle ages, the economy of the area that comprises Switzerland today was organ-
ized according to a typical feudal system. In the urban areas, the guilds had a strong influence 
on commerce and trade. The Helvetian constitutions that governed Switzerland during the 
Napoleonic time between 1797 to 1802 temporarily abolished the coercion exercised by the 
guilds’ rule and regulation of commerce. In 1803, many of these regulations were however re-
introduced despite opposition by influential liberal movements in some cantons. For example, 
THOMAS BORNHAUSER at that time called the regulation of commerce „privileges that should 
be abolished“ (KÖLZ 1992, p. 331). In particular, regulations for restaurants and bars as well 
as butchers and millers persisted in many cantons. The group of restaurant owners was highly 
influential in politics and lobbied the government by arguing that either regulations should be 
upheld or the owners should be financially compensated by the cantons. The guilds’ rule was 
equally difficult to abolish. It is remarkable how the ancient arguments to continue regulation 
resemble arguments brought forward today against deregulation. In the 19th century, it was the 
immigration of craftsmen from Southern Germany that most opponents in the cantons feared. 
In the canton of St. Gallen, freedom of commerce was even discredited as the “death penalty 
for craftsmen” (KÖLZ 1992, p. 332). The conflict of interests between consumers and produc-
ers was widely recognized. On the one hand, restrictions only originating from security and 
police order were asked to be allowed, but none that are in the interests of the merchant. On 
the other hand, the fear of capitalist concentration was also raised.  

The cantons newly created during the Napoleonic years, like the cantons of Thurgau or of St. 
Gallen secured the freedom of commerce most extensively. In the former, all citizens basi-
cally enjoyed freedom of commerce, labor and trade, only restricted by policing laws. St. Gal-
len also explicitly abolished all monopolies. Basel-Country in addition to the abolition of mo-
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nopolies granted the freedom of commerce also to citizens of other cantons if these cantons 
did the same in reciprocal terms. Freedom of commerce was also widely protected in the can-
tons of Solothurn and Ticino. The canton of Aargau acknowledged it however only basically, 
but pointed to the difficult trade-off between the liberal proposals of free commerce and the 
economic interests of local merchants.  

More difficulties to realize the freedom of commerce existed in the former centers of the 
guilds, like the cantons of Zurich and Schaffhausen. In Zurich, the regulation of commerce 
was only modified and adapted to the new time trend (KÖLZ 1992, p. 333) keeping the guilds’ 
rule for a large part of commercial activities. Schaffhausen did not manage to abolish the car-
tels of craftsmen, but cautiously liberalized the apprenticeship system. The formerly aristo-
cratic and mostly agrarian canton of Bern introduced the freedom of commerce under the 
general restriction of social interest. The catholic cantons of Lucerne and Fribourg did not 
even mention the freedom of trade and commerce. Industrial activities which developed heav-
ily in the cantons of Zurich, Glarus and St. Gallen were not captured by these regulations. 
Many restrictions existed however with respect to inter-cantonal trade until 1848.  

Most cantonal constitutions between the Helvetian period and the foundation of the Swiss 
federation in 1848 granted the free movement of labor also to citizens of other cantons on a 
reciprocity basis. The residence concordate of 1819 between the cantons of Zurich, Bern, Lu-
zern, Glarus, Fribourg, Solothurn, Aargau, Thurgau, Ticino, Vaud, Neuchâtel, Geneva and 
Schaffhausen granted freedom of residence to their citizens under certain administrative con-
ditions including the right of economic activity. The remaining cantons (Uri, Schwyz, Obwal-
den, Nidwalden, Zug, both Basel, both Appenzell, St. Gallen, Graubünden, Valais) did not 
join this inter-cantonal agreement in order to protect their catholic religious identity and unity 
(KÖLZ 1992, p. 334). These cantons finally suffered economic losses since protestant industri-
als and craftsmen chose their location in the other more liberal cantons.  

While the liberal cantons had continued their policies of freedom of trade until 1848, the free-
dom of production of goods and services was not fully granted. The situation was even worse 
in the conservative cantons. As a consequence of the former feudal and guilds’ system, com-
merce was thus still heavily restricted in 1848. The creation of the Swiss federation in 1848 
constitutionally established several components of a common market like the abolition of 
border (and border controls) between the cantons, the introduction of a common currency and 
of common measures. The federal level obtained the competency to regulate tariffs. But the 
ways and means of abolishing cantonal tariffs, the design of future federal tariffs and in par-
ticular the abolition of cantonal specific consumption taxes on alcoholic beverages were heav-
ily disputed (KÖLZ 1992, p. 591). Several opposing interests clashed on each other: Agrarian 
and industrialized cantons on alcohol taxes, or alpine transit cantons and the other cantons on 
tariffs. The arguments in these discussions were the same as in each program of economic 
integration, for example in the EU: the distribution of revenue and the compensation for reve-
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nue losses or infant industry arguments to justify tariffs. In the end, tariffs became however 
the most important revenue source of the federal level.  

The way to establish the free movement of labor between the cantons was expectedly thorny. 
The fear of competition, potential additional welfare payments for immigrants, and confes-
sional homogeneity were the most frequently heard arguments against the freedom of resi-
dence choice particularly in the conservative cantons (KÖLZ 1992, p. 584). The right to re-
strict immigration of Non-Swiss foreigners has remained assigned to the cantonal level. If a 
canton granted citizen rights to foreigners they received residential rights in the other cantons 
only after a period of five years. However, foreign residents could invest in real estate in their 
place of residents before becoming Swiss citizen. Again, the conservative cantons strongly 
opposed this regulation because religion supposedly was in danger if citizens from other can-
tons, in particular protestants, could reside and purchase real estates (KÖLZ 1992, p. 586).  

While these were only first steps in the creation of the Swiss common market, the freedom of 
commerce and trade was explicitly introduced in the Swiss federal constitution in 1874. Art. 
31 of the old federal constitution was introduced to abolish cantonal regulations that restricted 
the transition from a local crafts production to a modern industrialized economy with a Swiss-
wide trade of products (DE CHAMBRIER 2003, p. 16). In principle, each citizen should be able 
to start and conduct his own economic activity. Federal constitutional change was preceded 
by cantonal reforms. The cantonal constitution of Zurich of the year 1869 was dominated by a 
modern liberal economic doctrine including the free movement of goods, money, labor and 
organizational forms for economic activity (KÖLZ 2004, p. 77). At that time, the introduction 
of a constitutional article to regulate labor was much heavily disputed. The final agreement on 
Art. 23 established the constitutional principle of a welfare state for the first time in Switzer-
land. It was to become the most important concurrent principle to the freedom of trade and 
commerce. The cantonal constitution of Thurgau regulated the freedom of commerce and 
trade in the same fashion as neighboring Zurich. On the one hand, these freedoms were fully 
granted, on the other hand, social considerations were newly introduced (KÖLZ 2004, p. 185). 
In Glarus, St. Gallen, Appenzell, Uri and several other cantons, the liberal movements suc-
ceeded to include the full set of individual freedoms in the cantonal constitution only after 
1874 although a gradual liberalization took place before (KÖLZ 2004, p. 211).  

There were however cantons where the guilds’ rule persisted more heavily despite the regula-
tion of the federal constitution of 1874. One example is the canton of Basel-City in which the 
abolition of the guilds’ rule was proposed in the constitution of 1847, but finally rejected. 
KÖLZ (2004, p. 339) argues that the old established families of Basel-City wanted to ascertain 
the support by and loyalty of local craftsmen. The constitution of 1847 thus even forbid the 
inclusion of the freedom of commerce in cantonal statutes. While several liberal proposals 
were accepted in the constitutional revision of 1875, the freedom of commerce and trade was 
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again rejected. The next revision of 1889 finally came up with the standard liberal canon of 
rules, but also established the most extended social policy model of all Swiss cantons.  

The federal constitution of 1874 did not grant comprehensive rights to harmonize constitu-
tional laws to the federal level. In the discussions on such an article on legal harmonization, 
an important argument against a unitary harmonized civil law consisted in the well-known 
arguments from laboratory federalism (KÖLZ 2004, p. 612): JOHANN JAKOB BLUMER from 
Glarus argued that an abstention from legal harmonization allowed for an experimentation 
with these laws at the cantonal level such that the most successful laws could be adopted by 
the federal level in partial revision of federal law. Giving the cantons considerable competen-
cies in deciding upon their own commercial law, it is no surprise that some cantons, like 
Basel-City, were more reluctant and introduced the freedom of commerce and trade relatively 
late in their constitutions, not without restricting free commerce additionally by specific can-
tonal statutes supposed to protect producer interests.  

Although the freedom of commerce and trade was a part of the original concept of the Swiss 
common market in the 19th century, it was realized only with differing regulatory restrictions 
at the cantonal level. Moreover, the common market program quickly lost attraction. As early 
as 1890, cantonal regulations that restricted free trade were allowed by the federal govern-
ment. On the one hand, basic proposals of the welfare state were introduced and extended. On 
the other hand, different professions were able to successfully lobby the cantonal govern-
ments for protection against outside competition. Often, health, security and morale were used 
as arguments for cantonal regulations finally accepted by the federal government. Moreover, 
labor regulation like maximum working times and security of working places provided argu-
ments for restrictions of the freedom of commerce. Construction, traffic, restaurants and bars 
or the health sector, lawyers, science and other self-employment were subject to cantonal 
regulations (KÖLZ 2004, p. 814). During the First World War, the freedom of commerce and 
trade was further restricted, then however by the federal government.  

Like other European countries, Switzerland was under pressure from corporatist models of the 
state between the First and Second World War. In particular, the constitutional initiative for a 
total revision of the Swiss constitution of 1935 underlines the importance of these move-
ments. The initiative originated from national-socialist and fascist groups, but found support 
also by other corporatist movements (KÖLZ 2004, p. 754). More importantly for our purposes, 
a discussion about a professional status-oriented constitutional order took place. Economic 
interest groups continuously gained importance as indicated by the influence of the farmers’, 
commerce and citizen party of that time as well as the introduction of a formal consultation 
procedure for interest groups in federal legislation. According to some constitutional models 
discussed during that period, professional groups would have obtained far-ranging legislative 
competencies as public law corporations. The freedom of commerce and trade would have 
been abolished and replaced by a monopolistic position of the professional groups.  
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Table 1: Development of the Cantonal Regulations of Professions Requiring State Al-
lowances in 1983 and 2002 

Newly Regu-
lated Profes-
sions 

1983 2002 Wider Distri-
bution of Can-
tonal Regula-

tions 

1983 2002 Less Regulated Pro-
fessions 

1983 2002

Health Sector 
Acupuncturist 0 7 Chemist 14 26 Medical Practice As-

sistant  
24 1 

Emergency 
Medical Techni-
cian 

0 9 Homeopath 2 11 Dentists’ Practice 
Assistant 

25 2 

Hearing Device 
Technician 

0 4 Psychology 5 7 Veterinarian Practice 
Assistant 

22 1 

Nutrition Advi-
sor 

0 19 Dental Hygien-
ist 

6 14 Orthopedist 10 8 

Physiotherapist 0 2 Speech Thera-
pist  

4 19 Manicurist 4 0 

Psychotherapist 0 18 Optician 9 22 Masseur 23 17 
Psychomotor 
Specialist 

0 3 Dental Techni-
cian 

16 22 Pedicurist 24 22 

Optometrist 0 1 Baby Care 2 4  
Osteopath 0 6     
Reflexologist 0 2   

Commercial Sector 
Game Warden 0 3 Disinfector 13 26 Hairdresser 3 1 
    Aesthetician 10 4 
    Plumber Unclear 
    Chimney Sweep 24 13 
    Fisherman 20 7 
    (Film) Projectionist  9 10 

Services Sector 
Canyoning 
Guide 

0 2 Security Service 3 7 Real Estate Broker 10 3 

Rafting Guide 0 1  Tax Accountant 4 1 
Financial Inter-
mediaries (TI) 

0 1  Trade of Alcoholic 
Beverages 

15 10 

    Private Detective 
Agencies 

8 3 

    Restaurants and Ho-
tels 

26 20 

    Taxi Driver Unclear 
    Used Car Dealer 26 3 

Para-State and Judicial Activities 
   Notary 5 12 Director of Private 

Schools 
20 3 

    Legal Advisor 5 1 
Source: DE CHAMBRIER (2003), p. 78. 
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Although the constitutional initiative was finally rejected by a clear margin of 72.3 percent, it 
had considerable influence in economic terms (KÖLZ 2004, p. 761) finally resulting in a con-
stitutional revision in 1947. On the one hand, labor market regulation at the Swiss federal 
level was affected leaving the possibility of a generality clause of collective labor contracts. 
On the other hand, the federal level obtained additional instruments to restrict the freedom of 
commerce and trade, for example in order to preserve a healthy status of farmers, to protect 
important, endangered sectors of the economy, to regulate cartels, professional education and 
labor conditions, or to declare agreements between professional groups generally binding. 
Finally, these movements affected Switzerland as a whole leading to the regulation of profes-
sional activities and to protectionist measures also at the Swiss cantonal level. The Swiss can-
tons could hide in the shelter provided by federal restrictions on the freedom of commerce 
and trade. They used their new discretion to a considerable, but as usually the case in Switzer-
land, also differing extent. It is quite instructive that the catholic-conservative cantons Fri-
bourg, Valais, Obwalden and Appenzell i. Rh. were the only ones where a majority of the 
citizens accepted the proposal for a total revision of the Swiss constitution in 1935 supposedly 
to obtain stronger competencies at the cantonal level (KÖLZ 2004, p. 761). With some prob-
ability, these competencies would have mainly been used to restrict commercial freedom.  

After 1947, the pendulum only slowly moved back towards liberalization. The deregulation 
movement took until the 1980s to gain considerable momentum. Many restrictions, for exam-
ple on restaurants and bars, have remained in place at least since 1947. Additional restrictions 
have however been created in the course of the emergence of new professions. In 1983, the 
BIGA (1983) had a closer look on how many regulatory restrictions on professional activity 
existed. This study has recently been replicated by DE CHAMBRIER (2003). The results of the 
comparison between both years are presented in Table 1. On the one hand, quite a few reduc-
tions of regulatory activity are obvious in particular in the commercial and services sectors as 
well as for the legal profession. On the other hand, newly created professions have become 
regulated during this time period. This mainly holds for the health sector. Moreover, there are 
some notable exceptions to the deregulation trend in some professions. For example, notaries 
and disinfectors have faced additional regulations.  

DE CHAMBRIER (2003) also provides a detailed account of the number of regulations at the 
cantonal level. She groups the regulations in two different baskets: Examination requirements 
in the different regulated professions, and additional quality, health or security restrictions. 
Unfortunately, the importance of the regulations for the cantonal economies cannot be as-
sessed since the number of employees covered by these regulations is not provided on a can-
tonal basis.2 However, the sheer number of regulations is already interesting (see the Appen-
                                                           
2. Moreover, the data are not differentiated with respect to those regulations going up and those going down. 

Also, the explanatory variables for a more detailed assessment across industries and professions is not 
available such that the regulation data could not be differentiated further. 
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dix for the data on regulations). Figure 1 displays the average number of cantonal regulations 
for examination requirements obtained from four different sectors: Health, commerce, serv-
ices, and the legal profession. In the health sector, as indicated by Table 1, such regulations 
might comprise the requirement to proof ability by certificates on exams for example in psy-
chology. Cantonal allowances must be obtained before opening a practice as a physician, but 
also as a chemist, sometimes as a homeopath. In other cases, a certain profession is only regu-
lated and thus created in some cantons, but not in others. For example emergency medical 
technicians are required to have a cantonal certificate in the German speaking part of Switzer-
land, but not in the French speaking part. In the case of commercial activities, different pro-
fessional requirements are formulated for architects or engineers. In the services sector, simi-
lar divergences across Switzerland can for example be found for restaurant owners, taxi driv-
ers, several sports (rafting, canyoning, winter sports) and so on. Finally, the legal professions 
(lawyers, notaries) experience enormous restrictions for offering their services across cantons. 
Thus, an interesting variety of these regulatory provisions results which becomes obvious 
from Figure 1. With respect to the number of regulations on professional certificates, the can-
ton of Geneva appears to be the most heavily regulated cantons. However, the small canton of 
Appenzell i. Rh. also belongs to that high regulation group. The canton of Zurich and the can-
ton of Appenzell a. Rh. are the least heavily regulated. It is amazing that two cantons which 
formed a unity in history have such huge differences in the number of regulations. 
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Figure 1: Average Cantonal Regulations for Examination Requirements  
in Four Different Sectors in 2002 

In addition to the canton-specific professional certificates, there exist additional regulations 
that are supposed to enhance the quality of the products and services offered. These could for 
example be health provisions, as in the case of restaurant owners, but take also other forms. A 
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common feature of these provisions is that the cantonal concession is only granted if these 
requirements are met. A look at Figure 2 reveals that there is again an interesting amount of 
variation across the cantons. On average, the cantons of Geneva and of Fribourg have the 
highest number of regulations in this field. It is again Zurich and the canton of Appenzell a. 
Rh. that have low numbers of regulations.  
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Figure 2: Average Cantonal Regulations for Additional Quality Requirements  
in Four Different Sectors in 2002 

This brief history and more recent description of regulatory competition in Switzerland under-
lines the many forces that drive cantonal regulation. In a first step, the freedom of commerce 
and trade was basically granted by some more liberal and progressive cantons, mainly the 
protestant ones, before the creation of a Swiss federation in 1848 on the basis of mutual rec-
ognition. This established a system of regulatory competition between the cantons that 
harmed those cantons which did not follow a liberalization strategy, i.e. the conservative-
catholic cantons. It is interesting to note that the canton of Zurich, certainly one of the more 
progressive cantons has a lower regulatory activity than, say, Fribourg. Most striking is the 
difference between both cantons of Appenzell of which the protestant Appenzell a.Rh. has a 
lower number of regulations than the catholic canton of Appenzell i.Rh. It thus seems as if the 
conjecture by BOOCKMANN and VAUBEL (2005, p. 6) holds that religion is an important rea-
son for regulation and deregulation of the cantons. There are however also traditionalist can-
tons, like Schwyz, which have a relatively low number of regulations. It is thus not clear to 
what extent internal determinants played a role. In the early phase before the Swiss common 
market was created, regulatory competition obviously kept the cantonal ability to regulate in 
check. The driving force behind regulatory competition was the mobility between the cantons.  
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Extending the jurisdiction of the freedom of commerce in the two constitutional efforts in 
1848 and 1874, only slowly succeeded in liberalizing the regulatory regimes at the cantonal 
level. Harmonization and centralization efforts appeared to have created the preconditions for 
a common market. However, providing the arenas and the lobbying incentives at the federal 
level quickly induced the groups seeking protection to demand exceptions from the freedom 
of commerce now at the federal level. The federal government subsequently allowed for these 
exceptions and thus reduced the possibilities for regulatory competition. The restrictions on 
the freedom of commerce were enhanced in the period between the two world wars and fi-
nally gave special interest groups considerable power to obtain rents from protectionist meas-
ures. It is not clear to what extent this could be characterized as a period of raising rivals’ 
costs (BOOCKMANN and VAUBEL 2005). It would however be a surprise if that strategy were 
unimportant in Switzerland. SOMMER (1978) provides a history of the Swiss welfare state 
according to which the strategy of raising rivals’ costs was apparently followed during the 
same time period in the field of social security.  

The final phase after the Second World War is characterized by increasingly intensified ef-
forts to deregulate the Swiss economy despite new regulations that emerged when new pro-
fessions were created. This holds with respect to the eighties the discussions of which culmi-
nated in the Common Market Law of 1995.3 Unhappy, with the outcome of that reform, a 
revision of the Common Market Law is now planned. This relatively long period is character-
ized by a more beneficial impact of the federal government than in the earlier phases. The 
main goal of the federal government during the last 25 years has been to get rid of superfluous 
regulations at the cantonal level and to facilitate trade in services across the cantons. The ac-
tivity of the federal government also teaches the lesson that regulatory competition does not 
necessarily lead to a race to the bottom. Moreover, this phase could well be characterized by 
an important influence of internal determinants, like, e.g., religion or conservative values, a 
tradition of guild and craftsmenship or simply the power of cantonal interest groups. The his-
torical evidence as well as the brief look at the number of regulations prevailing in the end of 
the 1990s and the beginning of the new century do however not provide any evidence as to 
the mimicking behavior so prominent in most of the literature.  

5. Explaining Swiss Cantonal Regulation: An Econometric Analysis 

In this section, a test of mimicking behavior in regulatory activity in the Swiss cantons is thus 
conducted. As the dependent variable, the number of regulations in three of the four sectors 
covered by the study of DE CHAMBRIER (2003) is used.4 Moreover, the average of the four 

                                                           
3. Although I have not found a study supporting this argument directly, it could well be argued that this devel-

opment was influenced by the creation of a Common Market in the EU: 

4. As can be easily inferred from the Appendix, the variation in the number of regulation of the legal profes-
sions is very low such that the lack of reasonable results should not surprise. The variation of the number of 
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sectors is used as an indicator of the total number of regulations. Following the tax mimicking 
literature, the respective indicators of the neighbors of a canton are introduced in order to test 
mimicking behavior.5 The idea is simply that the more regulations the neighboring cantons 
have in a particular sector of the economy, the higher is the probability that a canton adopts 
regulations in that sector as well. It is widely discussed whether the spatial correlation be-
tween policies needs to be positive such that increases in regulatory activity of the neighbors 
increase regulatory activity of a canton under consideration. BRUECKNER (2003) argues that 
the relationship might well be negative indicating spillovers instead of strategic interactions 
due to regulatory competition. The regulation of the neighboring cantons is calculated as an 
unweighted average of the number of regulations of the neighbors of a canton.  

In addition to this relationship of most interest in our analysis, further variables are introduced 
into the model as controls. The index of direct democracy is a proxy for the extent of political 
competition in a canton. If there are differences between direct and representative democratic 
cantons, the suspicion is nourished that interest groups influence regulatory outcomes differ-
ently. If direct democracy has a negative impact, it is evidence for a stronger impact of inter-
est groups in cantons with representative democracy. The index of direct democracy thus pro-
vides for an internal determinants variable.6 The index is obtained from STUTZER and FREY 
(2000). Because of the argument by BOOCKMANN and VAUBEL (2005), the share of the catho-
lic population from total population is included in the model in order to measure religious 
preferences. This variable could be hypothesized to have a positive impact. Finally, income 
per capita, population and population density are standard controls in political economy mod-
els and are also considered.  

The information on regulatory activities of the cantons is available for the end of the 1990s 
and beginning of the new century and obtained from the study by DE CHAMBRIER (2003). She 
is not totally transparent as to the exact date of measurement though. As this is only cross-
section data, we use lagged values of the control variables in order to have a certain lead of 
regulations to the internal political determinants and economic variables. Regulations are no-
toriously difficult to change which renders such a procedure sensible. The data on the index of 
direct democracy, income per capita, population size and population density are thus from the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
regulations in the health sector is similarly disappointing such that it is left out from the analysis from the 
start. Regulation of the legal profession is reported only for illustrative purposes. 

5. It could be questioned whether the neighborhood concept is adequate in order to test mimicking behavior. 
This question has been discussed in the literature at least since the paper by CASE, ROSEN and HINES 

(1993), but has not been resolved yet. The current state of the literature appears as opining that each concept 
chosen is somewhat arbitrary. Given the restricted data set used in this paper, the simplest concept appeared 
to be the most reasonable one. 

6. For an economic analysis of the impact of direct democracy on policy outcomes providing a more detailed 
discussion as to the reasons why (economic) policy outcomes in direct and representative democracy might 
differ see the recent survey by Feld and Kirchgässner (2006). 
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year 1998. The share of the catholic population is for the year 1990, because it has been the 
most recent point in time when a comprehensive survey of the Swiss population was con-
ducted. The cross-section model is estimated first by OLS and second by IV. The test strategy 
is to start with a simple bivariate regression to test for a basic neighborhood relationship. In 
the next step, the internal political determinants are included. The model is finally completed 
by the inclusion of the economic variables. This is done first for the index of total regulation, 
before regulations of the commercial sector, the services sector and the legal profession are 
analyzed separately. The analyses of the health sector revealed no explanatory power of the 
model whatsoever such that it is dropped.  

Table 2: Regressions of the Number of Total Regulations on Neighbors’ Regulations and 
Controls, Cross Section of 26 Swiss cantons 

Variable 

Total Num-
ber of Exa-
mination 
Require-
ments 

Total Num-
ber of Exa-
mination 
Require-
ments 

Total Num-
ber of Exa-
mination 
Require-
ments 

Total Num-
ber of Ad-
ditional 
Quality 
Require-
ments 

Total Num-
ber of Ad-
ditional 
Quality 
Require-
ments 

Total Num-
ber of Ad-
ditional 
Quality 
Require-
ments 

Neighbors’ Regula-
tions 

0.623** 
(2.28) 

0.345 
(1.17) 

0.336 
(1.04) 

0.900*** 
(4.07) 

0.597** 
(2.61) 

0.613** 
(2.49) 

Index of Direct De-
mocracy 

– -0.441* 
(1.85) 

-0.476* 
(1.73) 

– -0.595** 
(2.48) 

-0.709** 
(2.65) 

Share of Catholic 
Population 

– 0.017 
(1.53) 

0.016 
(1.10) 

– 0.015 
(1.40) 

0.008 
(0.61) 

Income per Capita 
 

– – -0.367 
(0.09) 

– – 1.840 
(0.46) 

Population – – -0.004 
(0.31) 

– – -0.014 
(1.19) 

Population Density – – 0.008 
(0.23) 

– – -0.016 
(0.45) 

Constant 3.513 
(1.43) 

6.910** 
(2.08) 

7.213 
(1.65) 

0.822 
(0.49) 

4.708* 
(1.93) 

5.462 
(1.56) 

R2 0.179 0.345 0.355 0.409 0.564 0.597 
SER 1.388 1.291 1.382 1.453 1.303 1.348 
Observations 26 26 26 26 26 26 
Jarque-Bera 4.478 0.666 0.598 0.660 1.399 0.866 
Note: t-values are given in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respec-
tively. The Jarque-Bera test statistic is a test on the null hypothesis of normality of the residuals.  

The results for the average number of total regulations are provided in Table 2. The variation 
of the number of cantonal regulations of professional degrees is fairly well explained by the 
models ranging from 18 percent in the bivariate model to 36 percent in the complete model. 
The figures are between 41 and 60 percent in the case of additional quality requirements. In 
none of the equations, the hypothesis of normality of the residuals can be rejected. While it is 
possible to establish a statistically significant mimicking behavior in both types of regulations 
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in the simple bivariate regressions, the impact loses its significance if additional controls are 
included in the case of the examination requirements. There is however still a statistically 
significant positive impact of the neighbors regulatory activity on the regulations in a particu-
lar canton establishing a mimicking behavior that is fully in line with what is found in most of 
the tax literature. The estimated coefficients are of reasonable size as their values are always 
between 0 and 1. In addition to neighbors’ regulations, only the index of direct democracy has 
a statistically significant effect on regulatory activity. In both types of regulations, examina-
tion requirements as well as additional quality standards, more direct democratically governed 
cantons have a statistically significant lower number of regulations. The effect is however 
only marginally significant in the case of examination requirements. These results indicate 
that interest groups are less successful to obtain additional regulations in direct democracy.  

Table 3: Regressions of the Number of Regulations in Commerce on Neighbors’ Regula-
tions and Controls, Cross Section of 26 Swiss cantons 

Variable 

Examination 
Require-
ments in 
Commerce 

Examination 
Require-
ments in 
Commerce 

Examina-
tion Re-
quirements 
in Com-
merce 

Additional 
Quality 
Require-
ments in 
Commerce

Additional 
Quality 
Require-
ments in 
Commerce 

Additional 
Quality 
Require-
ments in 
Commerce 

Neighbors’ Regula-
tions 

0.664* 
(2.07) 

0.357 
(1.19) 

0.405 
(1.25) 

0.674*** 
(3.24) 

0.310 
(1.59) 

0.357 
(1.70) 

Index of Direct De-
mocracy 

– -0.659** 
(2.80) 

-0.682** 
(2.57) 

– -0.707*** 
(3.80) 

-0.742** 
(3.58) 

Share of Catholic 
Population 

– 0.017 
(1.44) 

0.017 
(1.18) 

– 0.004 
(0.46) 

0.005 
(0.45) 

Income per Capita 
 

– – -1.179 
(0.28) 

– – 2.178 
(0.71) 

Population – – -0.005 
(0.37) 

– – -0.054 
(0.63) 

Population Density – – 0.029 
(0.77) 

– – 0.004 
(0.13) 

Constant 1.596 
(1.22) 

4.630** 
(2.37) 

4.320 
(1.48) 

0.547 
(1.14) 

3.997*** 
(3.65) 

3.060 
(1.62) 

R2 0.151 0.416 0.442 0.304 0.580 0.611 
SER 1.580 1.369 1.440 1.259 1.022 1.057 
Observations 26 26 26 26 26 26 
Jarque-Bera 1.509 0.142 0.620 9.247*** 0.020 0.217 
Note: t-values are given in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respec-
tively. The Jarque-Bera test statistic is a test on the null hypothesis of normality of the residuals.  

The general story remains more or less like that when the different components of this index 
of regulation are analyzed. With respect to the regulation of commercial activities (Table 3), 
the influence of neighbors is less robust, while direct democracy is very robustly affecting 
regulatory activity. Regulation of the services sector (Table 4) is more heavily and robustly 
influenced by mimicking behavior, while direct democracy has a robust negative influence 
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only on the number of quality standards. The unreasonable size of the coefficient of mimick-
ing behavior in the bivariate regressions is quickly corrected as soon as additional controls are 
included in the model such that it should not be a matter of concern. In addition, income per 
capita is significant for quality standards in the services sector.  

Table 4: Regressions of the Number of Regulations in the Services Sector on Neighbors’ 
Regulations and Controls, Cross Section of 26 Swiss cantons 

Variable 

Examination 
Require-
ments in 
Services 

Examination 
Require-
ments in 
Services 

Examina-
tion Re-
quirements 
in Services 

Additional 
Quality 
Require-
ments in 
Services 

Additional 
Quality 
Require-
ments in 
Services 

Additional 
Quality 
Require-
ments in 
Services 

Neighbors’ Regula-
tions 

1.068*** 
(4.70) 

0.666** 
(2.20) 

0.636* 
(1.95) 

1.247*** 
(7.13) 

0.835*** 
(4.19) 

0.640*** 
(1.70) 

Index of Direct De-
mocracy 

– -0.646* 
(1.88) 

-0.582 
(1.46) 

– -0.982*** 
(3.16) 

-1.295*** 
(4.17) 

Share of Catholic 
Population 

– 0.009 
(0.70) 

0.009 
(0.47) 

– 0.007 
(0.53) 

-0.013 
(0.45) 

Income per Capita 
 

– – -5.083 
(1.08) 

– – -8.361** 
(2.16) 

Population – – 0.008 
(0.58) 

– – -0.017 
(1.48) 

Population Density – – 0.013 
(0.31) 

– – 0.009 
(0.26) 

Constant -1.239 
(0.34) 

3.020 
(1.40) 

4.632 
(1.29) 

-0.992 
(1.18) 

4.558** 
(2.20) 

11.857***
(3.83) 

R2 0.479 0.556 0.594 0.679 0.780 0.851 
SER 1.627 1.569 1.614 1.717 1.484 1.316 
Observations 26 26 26 26 26 26 
Jarque-Bera 0.583 0.091 0.248 3.629 0.830 1.065 
Note: t-values are given in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respec-
tively. The Jarque-Bera test statistic is a test on the null hypothesis of normality of the residuals.  

Finally, neighbors’ regulations are significantly negatively associated with quality standards 
in the case of regulation of the legal profession leaving room for a speculation what is actually 
driving this type of spatial correlation (Table 5). Following BRUECKNER’s (2003) arguments 
this result might simply reflect spillovers of that particular kind of regulation from the neigh-
bors. However, the low variation of the number of regulations of legal professions (Appendix) 
demands a very cautious interpretation. Direct democracy does not influence the regulation of 
the legal profession while income per capita and population density have significant influ-
ences on quality standards.  
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Table 5: Regressions of the Number of Regulations Legal Professions on Neighbors’ Regu-
lations and Controls, Cross Section of 26 Swiss cantons 

Variable 

Examination 
Require-
ments in 
Legal Pro-
fessions 

Examination 
Require-
ments in 
Legal Pro-
fessions 

Examina-
tion Re-
quirements 
in Legal 
Professions 

Additional 
Quality 
Require-
ments in 
Legal Pro-
fessions 

Additional 
Quality 
Require-
ments in 
Legal Pro-
fessions 

Additional 
Quality 
Require-
ments in 
Legal Pro-
fessions 

Neighbors’ Regula-
tions 

-0.031 
(0.05) 

-0.100 
(0.17) 

-0.257 
(0.40) 

-0.798* 
(1.79) 

-0.859* 
(1.84) 

-0.932** 
(2.17) 

Index of Direct De-
mocracy 

– -0.070 
(0.57) 

-0.079 
(0.40) 

– -0.191 
(0.91) 

-0.214 
(1.07) 

Share of Catholic 
Population 

– 0.003 
(0.44) 

-0.000 
(0.02) 

– 0.008 
(0.71) 

0.009 
(0.81) 

Income per Capita 
 

– – -4.463 
(0.19) 

– – 9.964*** 
(3.03) 

Population – – -0.001 
(0.17) 

– – 0.001 
(0.05) 

Population Density – – -0.012 
(0.55) 

– – -0.088*** 
(2.93) 

Constant 8.407* 
(1.86) 

9.100* 
(1.91) 

11.169* 
(1.96) 

7.854*** 
(4.027) 

8.459*** 
(3.96) 

6.767** 
(2.57) 

R2 0.000 0.023 0.064 0.118 0.169 0.611 
SER 0.747 0.771 0.812 1.302 1.321 1.057 
Observations 26 26 26 26 26 26 
Jarque-Bera 0.656 0.714 1.448 1.506 6.507** 0.217 
Note: t-values are given in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respec-
tively. The Jarque-Bera test statistic is a test on the null hypothesis of normality of the residuals.  

The drawback of the analysis is straightforward. First, only the number of regulations is ex-
plained by the average number of neighbors’ regulations and controls. There is no information 
as to the importance of the single regulatory acts. It might simply be that one canton obtains a 
certain amount of regulatory restriction by a lower number of regulations. This also depends 
on the coverage of these regulations which could not be considered for this analysis. Second, 
data is only available for one cross-section restricting the number of variables that could be 
used because of low degrees of freedom. Still, the results might be sufficiently interesting 
such that a flavor of mimicking in the field of regulation of commercial activity comes up.  

From an econometric point of view, the most serious shortcoming might be the endogeneity 
of the average number of neighbors’ regulation on the right hand side and the number of regu-
lations on the left hand side of the estimated equation. As often the case in cross section 
analyses, convincing instruments are lacking. The traditionally used IV procedure in spatial 
public finance empirics follows KELEJIAN and ROBINSON (1993) and KELEJIAN and PRUCHA 
(1998) using neighbors’ exogenous variables as instruments. As the control variables in Ta-
bles 2 to 5 do not have any clear-cut significant impact on the number of regulations, they 
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must be dismissed as potential instruments. Nevertheless, an attempt to use the IV method is 
made in this paper. As instrument, a dummy variable taking on the value of 1 if a canton 
stems from the German speaking part of Switzerland (zero otherwise) is used.  

Table 6: TSLS-Regressions of the Number of Total Regulations on Neighbors’ Regulations 
and Controls, Cross Section of 26 Swiss cantons 

Variable 

Total Num-
ber of Exa-
mination 
Require-
ments 

Total Num-
ber of Ad-
ditional 
Quality 
Require-
ments 

Examina-
tion Re-
quirements 
in Com-
merce 

Additional 
Quality 
Require-
ments in 
Commerce

Examina-
tion Re-
quirements 
in Services 

Additional 
Quality 
Require-
ments in 
Services 

Neighbors’ Regula-
tions 

0.834 
(1.36) 

0.709 
(1.60) 

1.102 
(1.56) 

0.616 
(1.54) 

1.255* 
(1.90) 

0.782** 
(2.83) 

Index of Direct De-
mocracy 

-0.275 
(0.77) 

-0.660* 
(2.01) 

-0.513 
(1.55) 

-0.630** 
(2.43) 

-0.052 
(0.08) 

-1.140*** 
(2.98) 

Share of Catholic 
Population 

0.016 
(1.10) 

0.009 
(0.62) 

0.018 
(1.09) 

0.003 
(0.30) 

0.009 
(0.51) 

-0.012 
(0.85) 

Income per Capita 
 

0.011 
(0.25) 

0.022 
(0.52) 

-0.005 
(0.11) 

0.020 
(0.62) 

-0.037 
(0.70) 

-0.078* 
(1.96) 

Population -0.004 
(0.28) 

-0.014 
(1.19) 

-0.009 
(0.59) 

-0.007 
(0.69) 

0.015 
(0.88) 

-0.015 
(1.30) 

Population Density 0.001 
(0.00) 

-0.016 
(0.47) 

0.033 
(0.79) 

0.011 
(0.37) 

0.012 
(0.26) 

0.011 
(0.32) 

Constant 1.403 
(0.19) 

4.391 
(0.81) 

0.503 
(0.11) 

2.059 
(0.88) 

-0.091 
(0.02) 

10.173** 
(2.59) 

R2 0.274 0.594 0.305 0.580 0.517 0.846 
SER 1.466 1.353 1.607 1.099 1.760 1.335 
Observations 26 26 26 26 26 26 
Jarque-Bera 0.945 0.753 2.894 1.778 0.520 0.594 
Note: t-values are given in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respec-
tively. The Jarque-Bera test statistic is a test on the null hypothesis of normality of the residuals.  

The language classification of the Swiss cantons is peculiar because a prejudice has it that the 
French and Italian speaking cantons are more inclined than the German speaking ones to 
search for public rather than private solutions. The former studies in cantonal public finance, 
as surveyed in FELD and KIRCHGÄSSNER (2006), do however not lend towards a consistent 
picture to support this prejudice. As the inclusion of the dummy variable for German-spea-
king cantons in the regressions presented in Tables 2 to 5 reveals, there is no significant im-
pact of this variable on the number of regulations and the overall pattern is not affected by 
that procedure. However, the dummy for German speaking cantons is significantly negatively 
correlated with the number of neighbors’ regulations.7 This correlation might simply reflect 
the construction of this variable because German-speaking cantons individually cover a 
                                                           
7. The latter correlation is almost exclusively on the one percent significance level. Both sets of estimation 

results are available from the author upon request. 
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smaller area on average such that they have more neighbors. It does thus not appear to be a 
convincing instrument although the standard tests do not necessarily suggest to leave it aside. 

Nevertheless, the results as presented in Table 6 indicate an interesting pattern.8 In general, 
mimicking behavior is not fully robust to the use of this imperfect instrument. In the case of 
the total number of examination requirements and in particular of additional quality require-
ments, neighbors’ regulations fall short of conventional significance levels. In the second 
case, it comes close to marginal significance. A similar assessment holds for both indicators 
of commerce regulation. In the case of services regulation, mimicking behavior is however 
robust to the use of the IV method. There is only one grain of salt, i.e. the estimated coeffi-
cient of neighbors’ examination requirements in services is larger than zero which is not plau-
sible for reaction functions. The significant negative impact of direct democracy remains ro-
bust in all three cases of additional quality requirements. Overall, the results are remarkably 
robust given that the instrument used is less than perfect to say the least.  

6. Concluding Remarks 

In this paper, regulatory competition at the Swiss cantonal level is analyzed in order to gain 
some insights as to how decentralized competencies shape regulation. While the dominating 
theoretical literature in economics as well as the normative literature in law mainly emphasize 
the dangers of regulatory competition, in particular a potential race to the bottom, political 
economists point to the beneficial impact of regulatory competition. From the point of view 
most strongly pursued in this paper, the dynamic nature of regulatory competition provides 
for its most important advantage. Successful regulations are imitated and adapted by other 
jurisdictions such that a variety of different policy solutions is found.  

The historical study of cantonal regulation in Switzerland reveals a certain ambivalence in at 
least two different forms. First, some cantons have obviously been reluctant in the past to 
adopt the Swiss common market and drop the regulations they formerly imposed mostly in 
order to protect particular commercial activities. However, the early beginning of regulatory 
competition between the cantons in the 19th century with an imposition of the origin principle 
undermined the local potential to protect special interests. The singular argument that decen-
tralization favors a benevolent economic outcome is obviously too crude. There is a potential 
of protectionism in a decentralized polity, but with the origin principle and sufficient mobility 
it unleashes the positive forces of regulatory competition. Second, the influence of a central 
authority, in the Swiss case the federal government, need not necessarily be positive. While 
the first impact in the 19th century consisted in an attempt to complete the Swiss common 
market, the government later provided opportunities for the conservative, more heavily regu-

 
8. Due to insufficient variation the results for the regulation of the legal profession and of health services, 

these results are not reported. 
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lated cantons to raise their rivals costs. This becomes most obvious during the period between 
both world wars. In recent times, the federal government is again a driving force for deregula-
tion of the cantonal economies and thus of total Switzerland.  

As the data available is only indicative, cautious conclusions must be drawn with respect to 
the econometric evidence in this paper. Mimicking behavior appears to be also important in 
cantonal regulation while direct democracy restricts the ability of cantons to introduce addi-
tional regulations. The first result points to the potentially important effect that yardstick com-
petition might have on political innovation. Whether this political innovation actually results 
has not been analyzed in this paper, nor is it possible to draw any conclusions as to benevo-
lence of mimicking behavior. But the force of information externalities is present in Switzer-
land. This might either lead to more or to less regulation depending on what canton sets the 
trend. Thus, internal determinants are crucial for the overall performance of such a highly 
decentralized system. This is illustrated by the effect of direct democracy which is in line with 
former analyses of the impact of direct democracy on public finances.  

Finally, there is no discussion whether cantonal regulatory competition has actually induced a 
better or worse economic performance of the cantons and of the country as a whole. Of 
course, there is no clear-cut systematic evidence on that. However, a too strong emphasis of 
the usefulness of regulatory competition during particular episodes may be besides the point. 
It is the possibility to dynamically adapt to new challenges, the ability to experiment in a de-
centralized fashion that is making Swiss federalism so peculiar. It looks as if this conjecture 
also holds in the case of regulatory activity. 
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Appendix Table 1: Regulation in Swiss Cantons 2002 

Canton Total Number of 
Examination 
Requirements 

Total Number of 
Additional Qual-
ity Requirements 

Examination 
Requirements in 
Commerce 

Additional Qual-
ity Requirements 
in Commerce 

Examination 
Requirements in 
Services 

Additional Qual-
ity Requirements 
in Services 

Examination 
Requirements in 
Legal Professi-
ons 

Additional Qual-
ity Requirements 
in Legal Profes-
sions 

ZHc 6.50        4.50 3.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 7.00 4.00
BE         9.50 8.50 4.00 3.00 4.00 6.00 9.00 6.00
LU         8.50 7.50 6.00 4.00 2.00 4.00 8.00 4.00
UR         7.75 5.75 2.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 8.00 3.00
SZ         7.50 5.50 2.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 8.00 3.00
OW         9.75 8.25 4.00 2.00 2.00 4.00 9.00 4.00
NW         10.00 8.50 4.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 8.00 5.00
GL         8.00 7.50 2.00 2.00 0.00 1.00 9.00 8.00
ZG         8.75 7.00 5.00 2.00 0.00 1.00 8.00 7.00
FR         10.75 10.75 6.00 4.00 4.00 8.00 8.00 6.00
SO         10.00 8.75 4.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 8.00 4.00
BS         9.25 6.50 4.00 2.00 4.00 3.00 7.00 3.00
BL         8.75 7.00 3.00 1.00 2.00 4.00 8.00 4.00
SH         6.75 4.75 3.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 7.00 3.00
AR         5.50 4.00 2.00 0.00 1.00 2.00 8.00 3.00
AI         10.75 8.00 6.00 0.00 1.00 3.00 8.00 3.00
SG         8.25 6.75 2.00 0.00 2.00 4.00 9.00 5.00
GR         9.00 7.50 3.00 1.00 4.00 6.00 9.00 5.00
AG         10.00 6.75 6.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 8.00 4.00
TG         8.50 6.50 3.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 9.00 3.00
TI         10.75 9.75 7.00 5.00 8.00 10.00 8.00 4.00
VD         11.25 9.50 5.00 3.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 3.00
VS         10.00 8.00 5.00 2.00 8.00 8.00 8.00 5.00
NE         10.25 10.25 7.00 3.00 3.00 12.00 7.00 4.00
GE         11.50 11.25 7.00 5.00 3.00 8.00 10.00 6.00
JU         9.25 8.25 5.00 3.00 5.00 7.00 8.00 5.00
Mean 9.11        7.59 4.23 1.88 2.65 4.50 8.15 4.38
Median 9.25        7.50 4.00 1.50 2.00 4.00 8.00 4.00
Standard 
Deviation 

1.50        1.85 1.68 1.48 2.21 2.97 0.73 1.36

Minimum 5.50        4.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 7.00 3.00
Maximum 11.50        11.25 7.00 5.00 8.00 12.00 10.00 8.00
Source: Own calculations from A. DE CHAMBRIER (2003). 
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